CAPS Board Member Meeting Minutes
February 18, 2022 130pm-330pm
Teams
1. Attendees

a. Shawn McNamara, Lindsey Dixon, Elizabeth Clark, Jennifer Heman, Matt
Quast, Toni Papik, Christopher Thomas, Allison Heemer
b. Guests: Dina Voiselle from Boulder County Pretrial Services
2. Approve January minutes

a. Matt Quast Motioned to approve, Elizabeth seconded.
3. Treasurer report

a. $13, 957.81
4. 2022 Budget

a. Reviewed 2021 YTD Spent and set 2022 Budget
• Added Thinkfic to expenditures
• Added CLE to expenditures
• Added aware plaques to expenditures
b. Elizabeth Motioned to approve, unanimously passed 2022 budget.
5. Membership update

a. Lindsay will send a reminder to Adams, Douglas, El Paso, and
Intervention.
b. Weld and Garfield will complete their trainings.
6. CPAT-R training/updates

a. Lindsay asked for clarification on how people are scoring DUR cases. Mesa
is counting all DUR cases regardless of whether alcohol related or not.
Boulder County is not counting any DUR based on the response received
from UNC.
b. Lindsey emailed Kyle and Victoria for further clarification on this.
7. Spring training

a. Jennifer will look at dates in April/May for different dates to host in
Boulder.
b. Lindsey and others are meeting with Mike Jones to see if there are any
sessions that could be beneficial from APPR for training.
c. Lindsey will follow up with Tim Schnacke on possibly presenting virtually.

d. Jennifer will speak with Allison about possible data trainings.
e. Lindsay will try to find name of interview presenter from NAPSA.
f. Toni will contact trainers on trafficking and sex assault victims.
g. April 28th, 2022, in Boulder County
h. Food/drinks will be determined at next meeting.
8. Award
a. Discussed names of possible awards.
b. Pretrial Practitioner of the Year
c. Impact Award (possibly include Lori Eville)
d. Some form of a Good Samaritan award.
9. Newsletter

a. Matt will do the newsletter and will include bios on Matt and Chris, tidbit
on warrant program in Arapahoe, and legislative updates.
10. Legislative updates

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Lindsey provided updates on the following bills:
SB22-018
SB22-041
SB22-010
OBH bill
• Not a bill, OBH is currently getting feedback on earlier access to
competency evaluations, specifically for pretrial defendants
charged with a Misdemeanor while out of custody.

11. Board member roundtable

a. Lindsay- CPAT-R is going well, just finished January statistics and find
that they are aligning with the research. Staff are returning fully in office
starting next week. Asked that anyone who has training programs or how
they set up training on new hires, can email to her.
b. Boulder- Allison did a presentation on COVID outcomes on public safety
and court appearance rates in comparison to prior to COVID. Still working
from home but suspect that it may change soon. Requested information on
any peer navigator programs. Working on creating a DV specific
supervision model.
c. Garfield- Court will be doing weekend advisements but don’t have enough
staff to work on weekend reports. Hoping to get funds through the JAG
Grant for at least next year.
d. Mesa-Adjusting staff to work at least one weekend day in preparation for
weekend court. Had their pretrial meeting with Mike and Tim and
discussed preventative detention so are going to regroup to address again.
e. Douglas- Starting to look at the PSA to possibly transition to that risk
assessment tool. Still work remote one day per week which will likely stay

that way. Our county offices do not have a mask mandate anymore, but we
usually still ask defendants to wear one since the court is still under the
mandate. We started weekend court last month and are still working
through some logistics to comply with the 48-hour requirement.
f. Denver- Go back to original established schedule come 2/28/22. Results for
DV study came back and final report should be released soon. Lindsey will
share this with group once it comes. Not much of an update on CPAT-R,
last discussion was implementation will be moving forward, so working on
the matrix and training stakeholders.
12. Next meeting

a. 3/10/22 from 2-4PM

